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WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEA.RCHFOUNDA.TION
POST OFFlc.t~OX 2037 MADISON, WIS. 53701

February 15. )978
TELEPHONE (608) 263·2500

263,~2831,

Mr. G. Willard Fornell
Patent Administrator
University-Sponsored Educational Mat.
University of Minnesota
332 Morrl1l Hall
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

Dear Will:

Enclosed you will find the propOsed paper which we discussed by telephone
this afternoon as well as a proposed letter to Dr. Press and Mr. Eizenstat.
I appreciate your offer to review the paper.

Also enclosed you will find a single page of notes which Ray Woodrow had
when he reviewed the paper while we were in Atlanta,

As I mentloned to you I think it may be extremely important to have base
mate:l; ia1 in the hands of the Administration so that they have sound arguments
for taking a position in favor of the Thornton bill. They did indicate at a
meeting that we had with representatives of OSTp and the Domestic Affairs
and policy Group that they were not inclined to recommend a position at
eith~;..~~~~lPe as federal patent policy. i. e. they did not wishtolQ;~e
senator Nelson's approach or titleqin-the-governrllent as being the best
policY' .~or did they wish to recommend a total title"Jn..the-contractQr policy.
Specif(cally•. they asked if the statQIlI quo would present any palt,icu},liI:r problems.
Witbthat comment in mind, the attached paper dQ¢s present some of the
problems encountered with a statue quo the primary one being, of course.
that the status quo does not reflect a static situation,

If you will give the paper your early attention and keep in mind Ray Woodrow's
cOmments and a few marginal notes during your revieW 1 think we cart get
a meaningful document off to Dr. Press in fairly short order.

Again, thank you for your offer of help.

Very truly yours.

Howard W. Bremer
Patent Counsel
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